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How does a challenging
setting or physical
environment change a
person?
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Word
abated (v.)

Meaning
Synonyms
To become lessened or lowered,
lowered in amount or lessened,
force
diminished

abdomen (n.)

The part of the body
belly, stomach
containing the digestive
organs

Alps (n.)

A mountain range in
Europe

Andes (n.)

A mountain range in
South America

Appalachians
(n.)

A mountain range in the
eastern part of the
United States

asset (n.)

A useful or valuable
resource,
thing, person, or quality strength,
benefit

assume (v.)

To suppose without
proof

presumed,
supposed,
believed

bluff (n.)

A steep cliff

ridge, peak,
overhang

Sentence
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Picture

Word
challenge (n.)

Meaning
Synonyms
A puzzle or difficult task problem,
which requires effort
obstacle, test
and concentration to
solve or overcome

Sentence

civilization (n.) The society, culture, and society
way of life of a
particular area

compounded
(v.)

Intensify the negative
aspects of

magnified,
worsened,
intensified

concussion (n.) Temporary
force, impact
unconscousness caused
by a blow to the head

consequence
(n.)

importance

crust (n.)

The top layer on the
surface of the Earth

desperation (n.) A state of despair

device (n.)

significance

hopelessness,
distress

A tool or method used instrument
ot measure or achieve a
particular result
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Picture

Word
dim (adv.)

Meaning
In a faint or indistinct
way; not clear

Synonyms
light, weak

Sentence

disappointment The feeling of being let dismay
(n.)
down

drench (v.)

Thoroughly wet

soak, douse,
wet through

effect (n.)

The result of something consequence,
or the ability to bring
outcome
about a result

effortlessly
(adv.)

Requiring little effort

easily

emerged (v.)

To become known

Revealed,
appeared,
come into view

erosion (n.)

The breaking-down of
rocks or soil from wind,
water, or ice

eruption (n.)

An explosion or
outburst because of
pressure

burst,
explosion
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Picture

Word
expose (v.)

Meaning
Something that can be
fully seen

Synonyms
reveal,
uncover,
unprotected

extreme (adj.)

Of a kind of degree that exceptional,
is much beyond what is extraordinary,
remarkable
average or normal

Sentence

Fahrenheit (n.) A measurement of
temperature, mainly
used in the United
States
flailing (v.)

To waive around wildly thrash, wave

flammable (adj.) Something that is easy
to set on fire

combustible,
ignitable,
burnable

frail (adj.)

A weak, delicate person weak, fragile

frantic (adj.)

Wild or distraught with panicky,
fear
agitated,
chaotic

glacier (n.)

Slow-moving river of ice
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Picture

Word
gnarled (adj.)

Meaning
Knobby, rough, and
twisted

Synonyms
Sentence
Rough, twisted,
crooked

gorge (v.)

Eat a large amount

stuff, cram, fill

hemlock (n.)

A type of evergreen
tree; often associated
with death or bad luck

Himalayan (n.) A mountain range in
Asia

ignite (v.)

To start on fire

set fire, to
cause to burn

immense (adj.) Extremely large or great huge, vast,
massive

impatience (n.) Not able to wait or
tolerate delay

restless,
anxious

incessant (adj.) Continuing without
stopping

constant,
continual,
nonstop
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Picture

Word
indicate (v.)

Meaning
To point out; show

Synonyms
show, signify,
signal

insane (adj.)

Characteristic or caused hysterical,
by madness
crazy, mad

instinctive (adj.) Doing a specific thing
naturally or
automatically

natural,
intuitive

keening (adj.)

Sharp

shrill, sharp

kindling (n.)

Bits of dry wood or
other easily lighted
material for starting a
fire

twigs, bits of
wood

lunged (v.)

To make a sudden
forward thrust

charge, push,
strike

madness (noun) A state of chaotic
activity

magma (n.)

Sentence

craziness,
hysteria

Molten rock, called lava
when it reaches Earth's
surface
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Picture

Word
Meaning
massively (adv.) On a vast scale

Synonyms
huge, heavy,
large

memorable
(adj.)

Worth remembering or unforgettable,
easily remembered
catchy, notable

mental (adj.)

Relating to the mind

thoughtful,
intellectual,
brainy

mocking (v.)

To imitate or mimic

imitating,
mimicking,
teasing,
taunting

moisture-laden Carrying a lot of
(adj.)
moisture

Sentence

wet

mood (n.)

The emotions a reader feeling
feels as a result of
reading a story

murky (adj.)

Dark and dirty; not clear muddy, cloudy,
dirty

oblivious (adj.) Not aware of or
unmindful,
concerned about what is unaware of,
happening
unsuspecting
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Picture

Word
overcome (v.)

Meaning
1. To be weakened by
emotion
2. To succeed in a
struggle

Synonyms
1. overwhelm
2. beat,
conquer

painstaking
(adj.)

Requiring a lot of care, taking great
effort, or hard work
care, very
careful

panic (n.)

A feeling of intense
worry or fear; terror;
dread

Sentence

terror

persistent (adj.) Continuing to exist or
endure over a long
period

tireless,
insistent,
constant

perspective (n.) The way you look at
something or think
about something

point of view,
standpoint

plates (n.)

Large sections of the
Earth's crust

precise (adj.)

Referring to an exact or exact, specific,
particular thing
strict

pulverize (v.)

To reduce to find
particles

beat, thrash
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Picture

Word
reflection (n.)

Meaning
An image seen in a
mirror or clear shiny
surface

Synonyms
Sentence
image, likeness

remnants (n.)

A small remaining
quantity of something

remains,
leftovers,
remainders,
scraps

resilience (n.)

The capacity to recover snap, flexibility
quickly from difficulties;
toughness

resilient (adj.)

Being able to withstand strong, tough,
or recover quickly from hardy
difficult conditions

rue (v.)

To regret something

lament, feel
sorry

savagely (adv.) To a very great and
severe degree

wildly, viciously

savored (v.)

To enjoy or appreciate
something completely

relished,
enjoyed,

scarcely (adj.)

Hardly; slightly; by only hardly, barely
a little bit
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Picture

Word
self-pity (n.)

Meaning
Synonyms
Excessive and selffeeling sorry,
absorbed unhappiness depressed
over one's own troubles

setback (n.)

A reversal or check in
progress

shadow (n.)

An aread of shade
shade
created when the sun is
behind an object

shame (n.)

A painful feeling of
humiliation or distress

shelter (n.)

A safe place away from cover, refuge
dancer or elements of
weather

slacken (v.)

Slow down

solemn (adj.)

Not cheerful or smiling; serious, grave,
serious
somber, stern

solitary (adj.)

To be alone or by
oneself

Sentence

defeat, trouble,
reverse

pity,
misfortune, sad
thing

sluggish, slow

alone, solo,
isolated, single
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Picture

Word
spectacular
(adj.)

Meaning
Synonyms
Beautiful in a dramatic impressive,
and eye-catching way breathtaking

strata (n.)

Layers of rock

substantial
(adj.)

Of considerable
importance, size, or
worth

big,
considerable,
significant

survival (n.)

The will to live

endure, live

suspended (v.) Defer or delay

interrupted,
postponed,
delayed

Sentence

talus slope (n.) Piles of broken
boulders, rocks, and soil
at the bottom of a
mountain
theme (n.)

The central message of subject, topic,
a literary work
idea

thrust (v.)

To push with force

force, shove,
drive
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Picture

Word
tinder (n.)

Meaning
Any dry, easily
flammable material

Synonyms
fuel

transmission
(n.)

A message that has
been sent

message, call

Sentence

transmitter (n.) A set of equipment used
to generate and
transmit messages

triggered (adj.) Caused by a particular
action, process, or
situation

activated, set
off, provoked

tumultuously
(adj.)

stormy,
intense, violent

Excited, confused, or
disorderly

turbulence (n.) Stormy weater on air
patterns; commotion;
turmoil

disturbance

vents (n.)

Cracks in the Earth's
crust where lava comes
out

visibility (n.)

The state of being able clarity
to see or be seen
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Picture

Word
vital (adj.)

Meaning
Synonyms
needed,
Absolutely necessary or
important
important; essential

water vapor (n.) Molecules of water in
the air

Sentence

steam

wilderness (n.) An uninhabited area in back country
nature

wither (v.)

To become dry and
shriveled

shrivel up, dry
up
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Picture

Word

Meaning

Synonyms

Sentence
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Picture
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